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Bullish and Bearish COVID
Developments: CDC
A dvisors Say the Delta
Surge Is Over

Fed Sets 8-Month Tapering
Schedule, Starting in
November
By: Eric Stein, CFA | September 23, 2021

By: Marshall L. Stocker, Ph.D., CFA |

London - We see some challenging
crosscurrents driving the international
equity markets, although we are
optimistic about their long-term
prospects overall. Here, we offer some
perspectives on what we see as areas
of lingering concern, and ho w we
believe investors can best navigate
this complex, shifting backdrop.
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Boston - According to a new analysis
by a consortium of researchers
advising the CDC, the Delta surge will
likely decline steadily no w through
next spri n g —without a significant
bump up in the winter. As a result, we
expect this will be our last weekly
up date on health policy responses
and other COVID developments.
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Boston - The U.S. Federal Reserve had
what I w ould describe as a
m oderately haw kish meeting on
Wednesday, as it accelerated its
timetable for tapering, and set the
stage for eventual rate increases.
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Navigating Shifting Currents in International Equity Markets
By: Christopher M. Dyer, CFA | September 27, 2021

London - We see some challenging crosscurrents driving the international equity markets, although we are optimistic about
their long-term prospects overall. Here, we offer some perspectives on what we see as areas of lingering concern, and ho w
we believe investors can best navigate this complex, shifting backdrop.
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International Small Caps - Challenge and Oppor tunity
By: Aidan Farrell | September 20, 2021

London - Since early May, international small-cap stocks, as measured by the MSCI EAFE Small/Mid Cap Index, have risen
by over 2%, and are no w trading at all-time highs. Having risen by 14% so far this year (as of September 13), international
small caps are outpacing their international large-cap counterparts in 2021.
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Weighing inflationary pressures on international stocks
By: Ian Kir wan | August 17, 2021

London - There are some commanding themes running through the current earnings season that we believe will have both
shorter- and longer-term implications for international equity markets.
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Too much of a goo d thing: Un w inding a concent rated stock position

By: Tom Lee, CFA | August 10, 2021

Minneapolis - Amassing a large exposure to a single stock may not elicit much concern from an investor. After all, many
investors find themselves holding large, concentrated stock positions resulting from good fortune such as equity-linked
compensation, an inheritance or the sale of a business.
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Mid-year outlook bright for international equities amid shifting paradi g ms
By: Ian Kir wan | July 16, 2021

London - On balance, our outlook for international equities is optimistic for the rest of the year. Europe is no w catching up
on the vaccination front and the U.K. is preparing to lift all COVID-19 restrictions over the next few weeks. Japan, which has
been a notable vaccination laggard, is aggressively ramping up its efforts to control spread of the virus, most recently
closing the summer Olympics to spectators.
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Positioning for dividend yield w hile bond yields remain lo w
By: Edward J. Perkin, CFA | July 13, 2021

Boston - Dividend payout ratios have been falling for several decades as companies have sho wn a preference for stock
buybacks and gro w th-oriented investments.
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Quar terly Equity Outlook - July 2021
By: Edward J. Perkin, CFA | July 12, 2021

Positioning for dividend yield may make sense in the second half of 2021, according to Eddie Perkin, chief investment
officer, equity.
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